The dramatic increase in neocortical size and folding during mammalian brain evolution has been attributed to the elaboration of the subventricular zone (SVZ) and the associated increase in neural progenitors. However, recent studies have shown that SVZ size and the abundance of resident progenitors do not directly predict cortical topography, suggesting that complex behaviors of the progenitors themselves may contribute to the overall size and shape of the adult cortex. Using time-lapse imaging, we examined the dynamic behaviors of SVZ progenitors in the ferret, a gyrencephalic carnivore, focusing our analysis on outer radial glial cells (oRGs). We identified a substantial population of oRGs by marker expression and their unique mode of division, termed mitotic somal translocation (MST). Ferret oRGs exhibited diverse behaviors in terms of division location, cleavage angle, and MST distance, as well as fiber orientation and dynamics. We then examined the human fetal cortex and found that a subset of human oRGs displayed similar characteristics, suggesting that diversity in oRG behavior may be a general feature. Similar to the human, ferret oRGs underwent multiple rounds of self-renewing divisions but were more likely to undergo symmetric divisions that expanded the oRG population, as opposed to producing intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs). Differences in oRG behaviors, including proliferative potential and daughter cell fates, may contribute to variations in cortical structure between mammalian species.
Introduction
Evolutionary expansion of the mammalian neocortex has led to increased cortical surface area accompanied by varying degrees of folding (Zilles et al., 2013) , and has been attributed to differences in the size and composition of embryonic germinal zones Molnár, 2011) . Specifically, the subventricular zone (SVZ) is greatly expanded in gyrencephalic primates and can be subdivided into an inner and outer region, the latter of which is negligible in lissencephalic rodents (Smart et al., 2002; Lukaszewicz et al., 2005; Zecevic et al., 2005; Dehay and Kennedy, 2007; Bayatti et al., 2008; Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2012) . The SVZ contains both intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs) , which undergo symmetric divisions to produce neurons (Haubensak et al., 2004; Miyata et al., 2004; Noctor et al., 2004) , and outer radial glial cells (oRGs; Fietz et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011) .
Similar to ventricular radial glia (vRGs), oRGs express radial glia markers but lack an apical attachment to the ventricular surface (Fietz et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011; Shitamukai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) and exhibit a distinct mode of division termed mitotic somal translocation (MST). During MST, the cell body moves rapidly up the basal fiber towards the cortical plate (CP) before undergoing cytokinesis Wang et al., 2011; LaMonica et al., 2013) . oRGs self-renew and produce neurons directly (Wang et al., 2011) or indirectly through the production of IPCs, which in the human undergo transit amplifying divisions to increase neuron production ). An enlarged SVZ, accompanied by an increase in both oRGs and IPCs, may account for neuronal amplification and the tangential dispersion of neurons that contributes to cortical expansion and gyrification (Lui et al., 2011) .
The contribution of the SVZ to cortical structure appears to be conserved between primate and nonprimate gyrencephalic species. For example, the ferret is a gyrencephalic carnivore with an expanded SVZ that contains progenitor populations similar to primates (Fietz et al., 2010; Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2012; . However, the relative abundance of oRGs does not predict degree of gyrification (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava et al., 2012) , and daughter cell fates differ between species. Revealing the proliferative potential and daughter cell fates of ferret oRGs will allow comparison to other species and further our understanding of oRG contributions to cortical development.
Here we show that ferret oRGs undergo multiple rounds of symmetric divisions and only rarely produce IPCs at the ages examined. In addition, they exhibit diverse behaviors in terms of their division mode, location, and cleavage angle, as well as fiber orientation and dynamics. A subset of human oRGs displays similar behavioral diversity, suggesting that this variation is a general feature of oRG progenitors in different gyrencephalic species. We propose that together with proliferative capacity and daughter-cell identities, this range in oRG behavior may contribute to the size and shape of the adult neocortex.
Materials and Methods
Cortical slice culture, viral infection, and timelapse imaging. As previously described LaMonica et al., 2013) , human fetal brain tissue was collected at San Francisco General Hospital, with previous patient consent and in strict observance of legal and institutional ethical regulations approved by the UCSF Committee on Human Research (institutional review board), and transported in artificial CSF (ACSF; 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 25 mM NaHCO 3 , 25 mM D-(ϩ)-glucose, bubbled with 95%O 2 /5%CO 2 ) to the laboratory for further processing. Embryonic day (E)27 timed-pregnant ferrets were obtained from Marshall BioResources and maintained according to protocols approved by the UCSF Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. E39 pregnant dams were deeply anesthetized with ketamine followed by isoflurane administration. Ovariohysterectomy for fetus collection was then performed and embryonic brains, along with meninges, removed in chilled ACSF. Postnatal day (P)0 corresponded to the day of birth. P3 ferret kits were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane, decapitated, and the brain extracted and meninges removed in chilled ACSF. Ferret and human brain tissue was embedded in 3.5-4% low melting point agarose in ACSF and 250 -300 m coronal vibratome sections transferred to Millicell-CM slice culture inserts (Millipore) that were immersed in cortical slice culture medium (66% BME, 25% Hanks, 5% FBS, 1% N-2, 1% penicillin, streptomycin and glutamine, all Invitrogen, and 0.66% D-(ϩ)-glucose, Sigma-Aldrich). CMV-GFP adenovirus at a dilution of 1:50 -1:500 (Vector Biolabs, 1 ϫ 10 6 cfu) was applied to slices that were then cultured at 37°C, 5% CO 2 , 8% O 2 for ϳ24 h. For quantification of GFP-labeled oRGs, ferret slices were then fixed in 4% PFA in PBS overnight and processed for immunohistochemistry. For time-lapse imaging, cultures were then transferred to an inverted Leica TCS SP5 with an on-stage incubator streaming 5% CO 2 , 5% O 2 , balance N2 into the chamber. Slices were imaged for GFP using a 10ϫ (2.0 zoom) or 40ϫ air objective at 15-30 min intervals for up to 5 d with repositioning of the z-stacks every ϳ12 h.
Analysis of divisions. Maximum intensity projections of the collected stacks (5-10 m step size) were compiled, generated into movies, and analyzed using Imaris software. Four imaged positions of frontal-parietal lateral cortex from two P3 nonlittermate ferrets of either sex, and four imaged positions of the same region from one E39 ferret of either sex were examined. For each P3 position the VZ surface was visible and all divisions that occurred between the start of imaging and 48 h later were analyzed (n ϭ 512). The distance of the cell from the VZ surface before the division was measured. MST length was measured as the distance between the site of cytokinesis and the center of the soma before the onset of translocation. Using Screen Protractor (Iconico), division angles were determined by calculating the angle between cytokinesis and the ventric- Figure 1 . SVZ divisions in the developing ferret cortex. A, P3 ferret cortical slice labeled with AV-GFP and stained for Sox2 (blue), Tbr2 (red), and Olig2 (white) to distinguish the VZ (100 m thick on average) from the iSVZ (150 m thick on average) and oSVZ (400 m thick on average). Boxed region indicates the location of the magnified region, which highlights AV-GFPϩ cells within the iSVZ and oSVZ that are Sox2ϩ, Tbr2Ϫ, and Olig2Ϫ (white closed arrowheads). Scale bars: in merged image, 50 m; in single channel images, 20 m. B, Box plot showing median and interquartile range of MST distances in the iSVZ and oSVZ (n ϭ 162). C, D, Time-lapse stills of oRGs labeled with AV-GFP in P3 ferret cortical slices. Time elapsed from start of imaging indicated in the top right of image (hours:minutes, yellow ϭ start of division). VZ surface is down. Scale bars, 20 m. C, An oRG (closed white arrowhead) maintains the basal fiber (open white arrowheads) during mitosis and exhibits an MST length of 37 m (white arrow indicates direction of MST) to produce a basal (closed white arrowhead) and apical daughter (closed yellow arrowhead). D, An example of a stationary oRG division in which the cell (closed white arrowhead) maintains the basal fiber (open white arrowheads) during mitosis, and produces a basal (closed white arrowhead) and apical daughter (closed yellow arrowhead).
Movie 1. FerretoRGsundergoMSTandstationarydivisions.Inthistime-lapseseries,SVZprogenitorswerelabeledwithAV-GFPinP3ferretcorticalslices.AnoRG(yellowcircle)withabasallyoriented primary fiber divides via MST (12 m). Next, an oRG, (pink circle) with a curved primary fiber that is basally oriented (white arrowheads), maintains the fiber during mitosis and undergoes a stationary division. This oRG cell has a dynamic growth cone at the end of the primary fiber. ular surface ("division angle relative to the VZ"). For MST divisions, the angle between cytokinesis and the primary fiber (the fiber along which the cell body translocated) was also calculated ("division angle relative to the primary fiber"; n ϭ 174). An additional position was used for analysis of divisions at the VZ surface at P3 (n ϭ 12). Five imaged positions from three different human samples of either sex that contained the outer SVZ (oSVZ) were used to determine the angle between cytokinesis and the adjacent radial fiber scaffold for MST divisions ("division angle relative to the radial fiber scaffold"; n ϭ 71). Three imaged positions from two human samples of either sex were used for analysis of divisions at the VZ surface (n ϭ 57).
Immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging. Upon completion of time-lapse imaging, brain slices were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS overnight at 4°C and then transferred to PBS. As previously described LaMonica et al., 2013) , slices were subjected to boiling citratebased antigen retrieval solution for 20 min and permeabilized and blocked in blocking buffer (PBS plus 0.1% Triton X-100, 10% serum, and 0.2% gelatin) for 1 h. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and applied to slices for 36 h at 4°C. Slices were washed with PBS plus 0.5% Triton X-100 and then incubated in secondary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer for 3-5 h. Images were acquired on a Leica TCS SP5 X laser confocal microscope. Primary and secondary antibodies used: goat anti-SOX2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-17320, 1:250), rabbit anti-TBR2 (Abcam, ab23345, 1:100), chicken anti-GFP (Aves Labs, GFP-1020, 1:1000), rabbit anti-OLIG2 (Millipore, AB9610, 1:250), mouse anti-OLIG2 (Millipore, MABN50, 1:100), mouse anti-KI67 (Dako, F0788, 1:200), AlexaFluor 488, 546, 594, or 647-conjugated donkey anti-goat, -rabbit, -mouse IgG (Invitrogen, 1:500), and AlexaFluor 488 donkey anti-chicken IgY (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 1:500) .
Statistics. Graphs were made using Excel and JMP software. A linear regression analysis followed by a t test was used to determine the significance of the relationship between MST length and distance from the VZ, with a sample size of n ϭ 174; *p Ͻ 0.05.
Results

SVZ divisions in the developing ferret cortex
At ferret P3-P6, layer II-III neurons are being produced, cortical folds are beginning to appear, and the inner (iSVZ) and outer SVZ (oSVZ) are highly developed and populated by progenitors, including IPCs and oRGs (Jackson et al., 1989; Fietz et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011; . In the human, ferret, and mouse, oRGs have been defined by expression of radial glial markers, location in the SVZ, and morphology, including the presence of a basal fiber that persists during mitosis and the absence of an apical attachment to the ventricular surface (Fietz et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011) . Dynamically, oRGs exhibit a behavior known as MST, in which the cell soma moves rapidly towards the CP along the basal fiber beginning ϳ1 h before cytokinesis Wang et al., 2011; LaMonica et al., 2013) . For the current study, we relaxed our definition of oRGs to investigate all cells that have a RG-specific gene expression profile and exhibit MST, but that may not necessarily fit our previously strict morphological definition of the cell type. To visualize progenitor behaviors in the developing ferret cortex, organotypic slice cultures of P3 brains were labeled with an adenovirus-expressing GFP (AV-GFP) and imaged 24 h later using time-lapse confocal microscopy.
Slice cultures were fixed and stained following virus application to determine the progenitor populations labeled by AV-GFP and to distinguish VZ from SVZ divisions. The VZ was visualized as an ϳ100 m-thick, dense band of Sox2-positive cells with scattered Tbr2-positive cells immediately adjacent to the cerebral ventricle. A cell layer with sparser Sox2 staining and a dense Tbr2-positive band, located basal to the VZ, indicated the iSVZ, and measured 150 m in thickness (100 -250 m from the VZ surface). Just basal to the iSVZ, the cell layer containing sparse Sox2-and Tbr2-labeling corresponded to the oSVZ and measured 400 . VZ surface is denoted by a dotted line. Basal daughter indicated with closed white arrowhead and apical daughter with closed yellow arrowhead. Boxed region indicates the location of the basal daughter at the end of time-lapse imaging. Scale bars, 20 m. C, An RG (closed white arrowhead) divides at the VZ surface with an oblique division angle (36.7°with respect to VZ surface) to produce a basal daughter that inherits the basal process (open white arrowheads) and an apical daughter. Post-time-lapse fate staining reveals that the basal daughter is Sox2ϩ. Shown on the right is a schematic of the time-lapse series. D, An RG (closed white arrowhead) located at the VZ surface undergoes basal MST (10.9 m, white arrow indicates direction of MST) and divides with a horizontal division angle (4.4°with respect to VZ surface) to produce a basal daughter that inherits the basal process (open white arrowheads) and an apical daughter. Post-time-lapse fate staining reveals that the basal daughter is Sox2ϩ. Schematic of time-lapse series is shown on the right. m in thickness and was ϳ250 -650 m from the VZ surface ( Fig. 1A ; Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2012; . Together, Sox2-expressing progenitors, Tbr2-expressing IPCs (Englund et al., 2005) , and Olig2-expressing precursors constitute the vast majority of cycling cells in the P0 -P6 ferret SVZ (Reillo et al., 2011; . Of the AV-GFP-positive cells located in the SVZ and within the cell cycle (Ki67-positive), 55.2% (n ϭ 299) expressed the neural stem cell marker Sox2 and lacked expression of Tbr2 and Olig2, a marker expression profile that can be used to identify oRGs . This suggests that over half of the AV-GFP-labeled cycling cells are oRG progenitors (Fig. 1A) .
Division mode, location, and orientation were then analyzed for all GFP-positive cell divisions that occurred during the first 48 h of time-lapse imaging. In this study, all cells that displayed MST lengths of 6 m or greater were referred to as oRGs. In total, 485 SVZ divisions were documented, with 162 (33.4%) exhibiting MST lengths Ͼ6 m, the approximate radius of the soma (Fig. 1C) . Although the average MST length was 17.6 m, MST lengths showed a skewed distribution toward smaller distances, with the majority of MST divisions Ͻ15 m (59.9%; Fig. 1B ). Interestingly, we observed oRG divisions similar to those described in the human and mouse, in which the cell possesses a basal fiber that does not retract during mitosis and is inherited by the basal daughter, but that did not exhibit MST ( Fig. 1D ; Wang et al., 2011) . We refer to these divisions as stationary oRG divisions. Because 55.2% of AV-GFP-labeled cells within the cell cycle are oRGs according to marker expression analysis, and only 33.4% of AV-GFP-labeled cells divided via MST, it is possible that up to 21.8% of the ferret oRG population undergoes stationary divisions (Movie 1).
MST divisions are found throughout the VZ and SVZ
Although MST divisions were found throughout the SVZ, the majority occurred within 100 -300 m from the VZ surface, with fewer MST divisions observed at greater distances from the VZ ( Fig. 2A) . Sixty-six percent and 85% of MST divisions occurred between 100 -300 m and 100 -400 m from the VZ surface, respectively. A scatter plot with a linear regression line is shown in Figure 2B illustrating MST length as a function of the distance of the dividing cell from the VZ surface. There is a modest but significant negative relationship between MST length and distance from the VZ (r 2 ϭ 0.03, p ϭ 0.023), suggesting that larger MST lengths tend to occur closer to the VZ surface.
In addition to MST divisions in the SVZ, we also observed MST divisions within the VZ. Specifically, 6.9% (12/174) of all MST divisions occurred within 0 -100 m from the VZ surface. An example of this is shown in Figure 2D , in which a RG cell located at the VZ surface undergoes basal MST before dividing with a horizontal division angle (0 -30°). The basal daughter inherits the basal fiber, migrates away from the VZ surface, and expresses Sox2, suggestive of oRG identity. We also observed RG cells undergoing mitosis at the VZ surface and dividing with an oblique or horizontal division angle. Similar to ventricular RG (vRG) cell divisions that produce oRGs in the human and mouse (Wang et al., 2011; LaMonica et al., 2013) , the basal daughter of these divisions inherited the basal fiber and expressed RG markers (Fig. 2C) .
Of 12 divisions where the RG cell was located at the VZ surface, five exhibited MST lengths Ͼ6 m, with an average length of 13.6 m. Moreover, all of these MST divisions were at a horizontal angle (0 -30°) with respect to the VZ surface. Therefore, oRGs are generated not only from RG cells undergoing mitosis at the VZ surface (Wang et al., 2011; LaMonica et al., 2013) , but likely also from RG cells residing within the VZ that undergo MST (Movie 2).
Ferret oRG division angle relative to the VZ varies, whereas division angle relative to the primary fiber remains constant In the human and mouse cortex, oRGs have been described as possessing a basal fiber reaching to the pial surface, undergoing basally directed MST, and dividing with a horizontal division angle with respect to the VZ surface Wang et al., 2011) . Although these features were commonly displayed by ferret oRGs (Fig. 1C ), progenitors were also observed undergoing MST that was not basally directed, as well as undergoing MST followed by a nonhorizontal division angle. For instance, 3.7% of MST divisions were apically directed (Fig. 3E) . Although the majority of MST divisions in the iSVZ and oSVZ exhibited a horizontal division angle relative to the VZ surface (0 -30°), up to 29% divided with an oblique angle (30 -60°), and up to 24% with a vertical angle (60 -90°; Fig. 3A,D) . We observed oRGs with tangentially oriented fibers being generated from MST divisions within the SVZ. An example of this is shown in Figure 3C , in which an oRG cell with a basal fiber undergoes MST with a horizontal division angle to produce daughter cells that extend fibers parallel to the VZ surface. After imaging, these daughters were found to be positive for Sox2 and negative for both Tbr2 and Olig2, suggesting oRG identity. This range in fiber orientation and MST direction has recently been documented in the embryonic macaque cortex (Betizeau et al., 2013) , suggesting that this diversity could be a general feature of oRGs.
Because ferret oRGs did not always possess a basally oriented fiber ( Fig. 3C-E) , the fiber along which the progenitor translocated during MST was referred to as the primary (1Ј) fiber. Although oRGs exhibited variation in division angle with respect to the VZ surface, 96% of MST divisions in the iSVZ and 99% of MST divisions in the oSVZ had a division angle that was perpendicular (60 -90°) to the 1Ј Movie 2. RG cells within the ferret VZ divide both at the VZ surface and subapically. In this time-lapse series, VZ progenitors were labeled with AV-GFP in P3 ferret cortical slices. An RG cell (pink circle) undergoes MST (20 m) and divides at a subapical position with a horizontal angle with respect to the VZ surface. Next, a nearby RG cell (yellow circle) divides at the VZ surface, followed by another RG cell (orange circle) dividing at the VZ surface.
fiber (Fig. 3B) . These data are consistent with oRG divisions in human cortical slices and in dissociated human fetal cortex, further supporting the role of intrinsic mechanisms regulating 1Ј fiber inheritance and spindle orientation (LaMonica et al., 2013) .
Ferret oRG fibers are dynamic and do not always contact the pial surface
Similar to vRGs, data in mouse, human, and ferret suggest that the 1Ј fiber of oRGs maintains contact with the basal lamina throughout the cell cycle and exhibits varicosities during M phase (Fietz et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011) . Although this appeared to be the case for a subset of oRG divisions in the ferret ( Fig. 1C,D ; Fietz et al., 2010; , we observed several instances where the 1Ј fiber of the oRG completely retracted during mitosis. An example of this is shown in Figure 4A . As the soma of the oRG begins to translocate toward the 1Ј fiber, the fiber begins to retract, and is completely retracted at the time of division. Interestingly, the division angle remains perpendicular (60 -90°) to the orientation of the original 1Ј fiber even though it has retracted. Upon cytokinesis, both the basal and apical daughters exhibit process outgrowths that increase in length over time. In addition to retraction of the 1Ј fiber during mitosis, we also observed oRGs that exhibited retraction of a non-1Ј fiber. Similar to the human (LaMonica et al., 2013) and macaque (Bayatti et al., 2008) , we found examples of ferret oRG cells, which in addition to a 1Ј fiber, possessed a non-1Ј fiber that varied in length from 8 to 97 m. As shown in Figure  4B , an oRG possesses a non-1Ј apical fiber that is retracted during basal MST, after which the apical daughter regrows an apically directed fiber. These data suggest that maintenance of the 1Ј fiber is not required for oRG proliferation, one of the oRG daughters does not always inherit the 1Ј fiber, and oRG fibers can exhibit a variety of behaviors during mitosis.
The retraction of the 1Ј fiber during MST (Fig. 4A) , along with the observation of 1Ј fibers that are not basally directed (Fig. 3C,E) , corroborate findings in cultured human fetal cortex that oRGs do not need to be in contact with the basal lamina to divide (LaMonica et al., 2013) . Further evidence suggesting that not all oRG fibers contact the pial surface comes from the observation of growth cones and filopodia-like processes at the end of oRG 1Ј fibers. These growth cones could be found at the end of 1Ј fibers that did not retract during MST (Fig. 4C) . Similar to descriptions of mouse vRG basal fiber end feet near the pial surface (Yokota et al., 2010) , growth cones of oRG 1Ј fibers were motile and displayed various morphologies. They also exhibited dynamic behaviors throughout the cell cycle, including retraction at the time of cell division (Fig. 4B) .
We have identified diverse behaviors of oRG cells in the developing ferret cortex. Many distinguishing features of oRGs to date, including location in the SVZ, MST mode of division, and presence of a basal fiber that is maintained during mitosis, are not features shared by all oRGs. 
Human oRGs exhibit diverse behaviors similar to the ferret
Upon observing a range of oRG behaviors in the ferret, we further investigated the developing human cortex to see whether these oRG characteristics were present in primate species. Human cortical slices were labeled with AV-GFP and imaged using time-lapse confocal microscopy. Although we did not observe stationary oRG divisions at gestational week (GW) 17.5-18 (0/71), we found examples of MST divisions occurring within the human VZ. As illustrated in Figure 5A , for example, a RG cell undergoes apically directed interkinetic nuclear migration (INM) to reach the VZ surface and then initiates MST to divide at the basal region of the VZ with a horizontal angle (3°) with respect to the VZ surface. The basal daughter inherits the basal fiber and migrates away from the VZ, whereas the apical daughter remains in the VZ region. Of 57 divisions where the RG cell was located near the VZ surface, eight exhibited MST, with an average length of 76.2 m. Similar to the ferret (Fig. 2) , all of these MST divisions were at a horizontal angle (0 -30°) with respect to the VZ surface. This suggests that in addition to the SVZ, MST divisions in the human can also occur within the VZ.
Human oRGs within the SVZ could be observed undergoing nonbasally directed MST and dividing with a nonhorizontal angle with respect to the VZ surface. Surprisingly, we found that 9.9% of human MST divisions in the SVZ at GW 17.5-18 were apically directed. Due to the thickness of the human cortex at this age, it was not possible to measure oRG division angle with respect to the VZ surface. Therefore, we measured oRG division angle with respect to the adjacent radial fiber scaffold and found that the majority of oRGs (77%) divided at a perpendicular angle (60 -90°), while 20% and 3% divided at an oblique (30 -60°) and parallel (0 -30°) angle, respectively (Fig. 5B ). An example of an oRG dividing with a nonperpendicular cleavage angle with respect to the radial fiber scaffold is shown in Figure 5C . Because the VZ surface in primates is approximately at right angles relative to the radial fiber scaffold (Rakic, 1971), we concluded that the majority of oRGs (77%) in the human SVZ divide with a horizontal angle with respect to the VZ surface, whereas fewer divide with an oblique (20%) and vertical angle (3%). Only 23% of human oRGs divided nonhorizontally with respect to the VZ surface, compared with an average of 43% of ferret oRGs, suggesting that ferret oRGs display a greater variation in division angle, which could be the result of 1Ј oRG fibers in the ferret being less radial compared with the human.
Similar to the ferret, the 1Ј fiber of human oRGs does not always contact the pial surface. As shown in Figure 5D , we observed oRG divisions in which the 1Ј fiber fully retracted during mitosis and then regrew after cytokinesis. We also observed growth cones at the end of oRG 1Ј fibers located within the SVZ. Similar to the ferret, these growth cones could be found on the end of 1Ј fibers that did not retract during mitosis (Fig. 5E) . Together, these data demonstrate that diverse and dynamic oRG behaviors are not unique to the ferret and can also be found in the developing human neocortex.
Daughters of ferret oRGs undergo multiple rounds of divisions and remain undifferentiated
We next examined the proliferative capacity and daughter cell fates of ferret oRGs. Similar to the human (Hansen et al., 2010), both oRG daughters were able to undergo multiple rounds of division. The "basal" daughter of an MST division, which either inherited the 1Ј fiber or regrew one upon retraction (Fig. 3A) , was referred to as the primary (1Ј) daughter. The "apical" daughter of an MST division that did not inherit the 1Ј fiber was referred to as the nonprimary (non-1Ј) daughter. The 1Ј and non-1Ј daughters had an average cell cycle length of 26.4 h (n ϭ 10) and 25.5 h (n ϭ 10), respectively. Of 11 examples where the 1Ј daughter of an oRG divided a second time, four exhibited a second MST division that was increased in length compared with the initial MST (Fig. 6A) , four exhibited a second MST division that was decreased in length compared with the initial MST, and three underwent a second division that was stationary (Fig. 6B) . Interestingly, in 3/11 examples, the oRG daughter migrated basally Ͼ100 m before undergoing a subsequent division (Fig. 6A) . We observed three consecutive MST divisions by a 1Ј oRG daughter; however, limitations of slice culture prevented further cell cycles from being observed (Movie 3). We also documented 11 examples where the non-1Ј daughter of an oRG divided a second time. Of these, four exhibited a second MST division that ranged in length from 6.3 to 17.9 m, with two of these being a greater distance compared with the initial MST (Fig. 6C) . The remaining seven underwent a second division that was stationary (Fig. 6D) .
These data suggest that fiber inheritance is not required for maintenance of proliferative capacity, and that although both oRG daughters can persist as progenitors, the 1Ј daughter appears more likely to undergo a second MST division (8/11) compared with the non-1Ј daughter (4/11). Some oRG daughters may have become committed progenitors, such as IPCs or glial progenitors, both of which do not appear to exhibit MST. However, because not all ferret oRGs undergo MST (Fig. 1D) , it is also possible that both daughters remained oRGs. Fate staining after time-lapse imaging was used to address these possibilities.
All fate-stained oRG 1Ј (closed white arrowheads, 37/37) and non-1Ј daughters (closed yellow arrowheads, 34/34) continued to express the neural progenitor marker Sox2, although none expressed the upper layer neuronal marker Satb2 (0/20; Fig. 7A ), or the early neuronal marker HuC/D (0/12, data not shown). Although we observed oRG daughters migrating radially (Fig.  7A) , a behavior reminiscent of newborn neurons, ferret oRGs do not appear to make neurons directly. To determine the types of progenitors produced by ferret oRGs, slices were stained for Tbr2 and Olig2, IPC, and oligodendrocyte progenitor markers, respectively, following time-lapse imaging. Because astrocytes do not appear within the SVZ until P6 or later (Reillo and Borrell, 2012), we did not fate stain for this lineage. None of the oRG daughters expressed Olig2 (0/31; Fig. 7B ). Only 1 of 22 1Ј oRG daughters and 1 of 20 non-1Ј oRG daughters expressed Tbr2 (Fig. 7B) . Similar results were obtained for the daughters of stationary oRG divisions in which the 1Ј fiber was basally directed and did not retract during mitosis. Specifically, both daughters expressed Sox2 (8/8), whereas none expressed Olig2 (0/8) or Tbr2 (0/6) (Fig. 7C) . oRG cells may undergo multiple self-renewing divisions before producing differentiated progenitors and/or the onset of Tbr2 and Olig2 expression may require longer times in culture. Therefore, we stained oRG daughters that had undergone multiple rounds of division. After two rounds of division, daughters expressed Sox2 (20/20) but not Tbr2 (0/12) or Olig2 (0/12). It is also possible that oRGs produce differentiated cells only at earlier stages of neurogenesis. Therefore, we analyzed the marker expression profile of daughters produced by oRGs at E39, which corresponds to the peak of layer IV production. All of the E39 oRG daughters expressed Sox2 (25/25), whereas only 1 of 25 expressed Tbr2, and none expressed Olig2 (0/25) (Fig. 7D) . Together, these results suggest that ferret oRGs undergo several rounds of proliferative divisions to expand the progenitor population, do not give rise to postmitotic neurons or glial progenitors directly, and have the ability to produce neuronal progenitors.
Discussion
Although we are only beginning to uncover mechanisms contributing to the evolutionary expansion and gyrification of the mammalian cortex, recent studies have focused on the contribution of embryonic germinal zones. Specifically, the SVZ is expanded in gyrencephalic species and contains the newly characterized oRG cells, which in addition to IPCs, contribute to neurogenesis in mouse and human (Lui et al., 2011) . However, there is not a direct association between SVZ size and oRG abundance with degree of gyrification. Specifically, the lissencephalic mouse has a modest population of oRGs (Shitamukai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) , whereas the near-lissencephalic marmoset has an expanded SVZ with abundant oRGs (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava et al., 2012) . Although oRG numbers do not predict cortical topography, it is possible that their dynamic behaviors, including proliferative potential and daughter identities, help determine adult cortical structure. Therefore, it is important to assess these features in a range of gyrencephalic and lissencephalic species.
In the present study, we used time-lapse imaging to analyze progenitor behaviors in the ferret, a gyrencephalic carnivore with an expanded SVZ. We found that during upper layer cortical neurogenesis, a third of SVZ divisions exhibit MST, a mode of division that was first identified in the human and is unique to oRG progenitors . Mean MST length in the human cortex was nearly three times as large as in the ferret. We also observed several oRG-like divisions, where the basal fiber was maintained during mitosis and inherited by the basal daughter, but which lacked a distinct MST, suggesting that ferret oRGs can undergo stationary divisions. It would be interesting to determine the prevalence of stationary divisions in other species, and to address variations in MST length as a function of age.
Originally, oRGs were described in the oSVZ, but they are now known to exist in the mouse, a species that lacks an elaborate oSVZ, and in the iSVZ and oSVZ of the ferret and marmoset (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava et al., 2012; . We found that the majority of ferret MST divisions occur within the iSVZ, with oRGs dividing closer to the VZ surface tending to exhibit greater MST lengths. However, static marker expression analyses in the ferret predict that a larger percentage of oRGs reside in the oSVZ compared with the iSVZ . Therefore, our data suggest that oRGs located within the oSVZ have a greater tendency to undergo stationary divisions. Interestingly, ϳ7% of ferret MST divisions observed occurred within the VZ region. This is in agreement with a recent study, in which subapically dividing RGs in the ventral telencephalon of the mouse exhibited MST (Pilz et al., 2013) , suggesting that oRG divisions can occur in all three proliferative zones.
In both human and mouse, vRGs have been shown to produce oRGs via horizontal divisions (Shitamukai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; LaMonica et al., 2013) . According to fixed image analyses in the ferret, the majority of VZ divisions at P6 are horizontal, suggesting a significant production of oRGs (Chenn and McConnell, 1995; . Our time-lapse data corroborate these findings as the vast majority of vRG divisions were at an oblique (30 -60°) or horizontal (0 -30°) angle and produced a basal daughter that inherited the basal fiber, migrated away from the VZ surface, and expressed Sox2, indicative of oRG fate. Surprisingly, in both the ferret and human we observed RG cells at the VZ surface that underwent MST and divided with a horizontal angle to produce a basal daughter with oRG characteristics. Although it is possible that oRGs generated from vRGs remain within the VZ where they divide via MST, INM often preceded MST divisions at the VZ surface. Therefore, it is likely that vRGs can become untethered from the apical domain and undergo MST to produce a basal oRG daughter. Whether the apical daughter of such an MST division is able to anchor within the adherens junction belt and assume a vRG identity or remains delaminated from the VZ surface is unknown. These data further support a close relationship between vRGs and oRGs, and suggest that association with adherens junctions may determine whether RG cells divide via INM or MST.
In our time-lapse analysis of ferret MST divisions, 43% exhibited a nonhorizontal division angle relative to the VZ surface. This is in contrast to the primate, where only 23% of oRG divisions in the human and ϳ20% in the macaque (Betizeau et al., 2013) were nonhorizontal. The primate has a predominantly straight radial fiber scaffold running through the SVZ to the cortical plate, whereas the ferret has a more fanned array of radial fibers (Reillo et al., 2011; . Ferret oRG fibers may exhibit greater curvature and less radial orientation causing more variable division angles as the cell translocates Movie 3. Ferret oRGs undergo multiple rounds of self-renewing divisions. In this time-lapse series, SVZ progenitors were labeled with AV-GFP in P3 ferret cortical slices. An oRG (yellow circle) with a basally oriented primary fiber undergoes MST (49 m) to produce a 1Ј and non-1Ј daughter (yellow circles). Shortly thereafter, another oRG (pink circle) with a basally oriented primary fiber undergoes MST (17.2 m) to produce a 1Ј and non-1Ј daughter (pink circles). Both 1Ј oRG daughters that retained the primary fiber then undergo a second MST division (yellow circle, 10.1 m; pink circle, 13.2 m). The basal, 1Ј daughters from these second MST divisions then undergo a third MST division (yellow circle, 12 m; pink circle, 8.9 m). From the original, first MST divisions, one of the non-1Ј oRG daughters undergoes a stationary division (yellow circle), whereas the other non-1Ј oRG daughter undergoes a small MST division (pink circle, 6.1 m).
along the fiber during mitosis. This may also contribute to the greater tangential dispersion of clonally related neurons that has been described in the ferret (Reid et al., 1997) compared with the primate cortex (Kornack and Rakic, 1995) , resulting in species differences in cortical organization. Despite this variation, ferret oRGs consistently divide at a perpendicular angle with respect to the primary fiber (along which the cell translocates), which is in agreement with recent data from both dissociated cultures and slices of human cortex (LaMonica et al., 2013) . The primary fibers of oRG cells do not always contact the pial surface, and some retract during mitosis, suggesting that similar to vRGs (Haubst et al., 2006) , contact with the basal lamina is not required for oRG proliferation. However, possible regulation of oRGs by signals from other sources, such as neighboring cells and blood vessels, remains unknown.
Human oRGs undergo multiple rounds of self-renewing divisions with the basal daughter maintaining oRG identity and the apical daughter adopting IPC or oRG fate . Similar to the human, we found that ferret oRGs undergo multiple rounds of divisions, with 73% of basal (primary) daughters and 36% of apical (nonprimary) daughters dividing via MST in the subsequent division. Because not all ferret oRGs exhibit MST, some of the apical oRG daughters that underwent stationary divisions may have nonetheless adopted oRG fate. This interpretation is supported by fatestaining analysis, as the vast majority of oRG daughters expressed Sox2 but not Satb2, HuC/D, Olig2, or Tbr2. Therefore, oRGs that exhibit stationary divisions and whose primary fiber does not contact the pial surface are likely oRG apical daughters that adopted oRG fate. Together, these results suggest that ferret oRGs exhibit similar proliferative potential to human oRGs; however, they appear to produce IPCs less frequently  Table 1 ).
These data highlight diversity within the ferret and human oRG populations in terms of location, morphology including fiber orientation, and mitotic dynamics (Fig. 8) . Despite this heterogeneity, oRGs express a common set of markers (Sox2ϩ, Tbr2Ϫ, Olig2Ϫ), possess a primary fiber, and display a consistent division angle determined by primary fiber orientation. Morphological variation within the oRG population has recently been documented in the macaque cortex (Betizeau et al., 2013) and in the ventral telencephalon of the mouse (Pilz et al., 2013) . For example, a subapically dividing bipolar RG cell was described that possesses both an apical and basal process and appears to be more abundant in gyrencephalic species. In this study, we also observed bipolar ferret oRG-like cells; however, we found that both apical and basal fibers could rapidly retract during mitosis, suggesting that oRG morphology can undergo cell cycle-related changes. These rapid morphological changes could have been missed with longer imaging intervals. undergoes MST (68 m) to produce a basal and apical daughter. Boxed regions indicate the location of the daughters at the end of time-lapse imaging. Fate staining reveals that both GFPϩ daughters are Sox2ϩSatb2Ϫ. B, An oRG (closed white arrowhead) undergoes MST (11.2 m) to produce a basal and apical daughter. Boxed region indicates the location of the daughters at the end of time-lapse imaging. Fate staining reveals that both GFPϩ daughters are Sox2ϩ Tbr2Ϫ Olig2Ϫ. C, An oRG (closed white arrowhead) undergoes a stationary division to produce a basal and apical daughter. Fate staining reveals that GFPϩ progeny are Sox2ϩ Tbr2Ϫ Olig2Ϫ. D, An oRG (closed white arrowhead) undergoes MST (12.3 m) to produce a basal and apical daughter. Boxed region indicates the location of the daughters at the end of time-lapse imaging. Fate staining reveals that both GFPϩ daughters are Sox2ϩ Tbr2Ϫ Olig2Ϫ.
It has been proposed that differences in progenitor cell process morphology, as well as variation in the location of dividing progenitor cells, may indicate the existence of multiple progenitor subtypes (Betizeau et al., 2013; Pilz et al., 2013) . However, in these studies, cells assigned to distinct subtypes were not identified based on unique molecular marker profiles or mitotic behaviors, and many of the progenitor subtypes described share important features with the initially described oRG cells (Fietz et al., 2010; . Thus, we propose that many or all of these cells belong to a broad progenitor class. Individual cells within this class may transition between locations and phenotypic states, and exhibit differences in proliferative capacity and daughter output as they age. Single-cell gene expression studies may enable a more accurate subclassification of the SVZ progenitor populations, linking molecular signatures to progenitor cell location, morphology, and/or behavior. Figure 8 . Model of diverse oRG behaviors and daughter cell fates during cortical development. A, During neurogenesis in both the ferret and human, MST divisions can occur throughout the VZ and the SVZ and oRGs exhibit diverse morphologies. Specifically, 1Ј fibers do not always contact the pial surface, with some ending in motile growth cones within the SVZ. Moreover, not all oRG 1Ј fibers are basally oriented, with some exhibiting curved, horizontal, and apical orientations. However, the vast majority of oRGs divide with a perpendicular division angle with respect to the 1Ј fiber. B, The mitotic behavior of oRGs also varies. Although some divide via MST, a subset of oRGs undergoes stationary divisions. In addition, although some oRGs maintain their 1Ј fiber during mitosis, which displays varicosities during M phase, some oRGs exhibit retraction of the 1Ј fiber upon division. C, oRGs in different species can produce daughters with different cell fates. In the lissencephalic mouse, oRGs appear to make neurons directly. In the gyrencephalic ferret, the majority of oRGs undergo divisions to expand the oRG population, while a small percentage of oRGs produce IPCs. Compared with the ferret, human oRGs appear more likely to produce IPCs that divide symmetrically to produce neurons, and also undergo proliferative, oRG-producing divisions. Human and ferret slices were labeled with AV-GFP, imaged for several days, and then immunohistochemistry performed to determine oRG daughter cell fates. The Sox2 ϩ Tbr2Ϫ population represents daughters of oRG MST divisions that remained non-neurogenic progenitors, whereas the Sox2Ϯ Tbr2ϩ population represents neurogenic IPCs generated from oRG MST divisions.
a Age of cortical slice preparation. Human GW15.5 corresponds to the end of layer V neurogenesis , whereas ferret E39 corresponds to the peak of layer IV production, and P3 is the peak of layer II/III neurogenesis.
